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Introduction

The U.S. economy is often held up as the model of the “free enterprise” system where competition
produces firm efficiency and dynamism. The American federal and state governments are pictured as uninvolved or
unimportant in these processes. They stay out of the way of market actors, do not try and pick firms or technologies
as winners and losers, and if they intervene, it is only to make sure that competition is maintained. In reality,
understanding this dynamism is more complex. The American government has been intimately involved in the
functioning of its economy in ways that would be quite familiar to Europeans. Moreover, the growth and nurturing
of new markets are not left entirely to the devices of entrepreneurs. They are helped by a whole array of institutions
that are both public and private. My purpose here is not to deny that entrepreneurship and competition matter for the
creation of new markets and industry. Instead, it is to supplement our understanding of those activities by
demonstrating that they cannot occur without governments and stable social structures to support them.
Two primary forces shape firms’ strategic actions: the behavior of their competitors and the actions of the
government to define what is competitive and anti-competitive behavior between firms. My key argument is that

managers and owners in firms search for stable patterns of interactions with their largest competitors. If firms are
able to set up stable patterns of interaction that prove to be both legal and profitable, they work to reproduce those
patterns. These stable patterns of interaction are based on a set of strategies about what works to make money.
Managers and owners across firms develop expectations of one another's behavior and that increases the
reproducibility of their positions in the market. So, for example, in the American market for soft drinks, two firms,
Pepsi Cola and Coca Cola dominate. Their basic strategy of competition is to compete over market share through
advertising and discounting their products. Their domination of that market has remained stable for the past 40
years.
There are three main ways that the U.S. government has directly affected market activities in particular
markets.1 First, the government makes laws and rules that determine tax policies, rules governing the use of equity
and debt by corporations, employment relations, the enforcement of patents and property rights, and competition
policy. They also make rules that directly can favor certain firms in particular industries often at the behest of the
most powerful actors in those industries.2 Second, the government can act as a buyer of products and a provider of
research and development funds to firms. In the U.S., the Defense Department has always played an important role
in this regard. Third, governments fund research in universities and provide support for developing technologies.
They also encourage the commercialization of useful products. The main kind of market intervention that the U.S.
government has shied away from in the past 30 years is the direct ownership of firms. Although even here, there has
been and continues to be government ownership of utilities. It is useful to show how these types of market
interventions by the U.S. government helped provide the backdrop for change. Governments helped build up public
and private infrastructure that gave the impetus for the possibility for new firms and industries to emerge.
In this paper, I consider two major developments in the American economy that have been typically hailed
as emblematic of the working out of free markets: the emergence of the “shareholder value” conception of the firm
and the rise and growth of Silicon Valley, the home to successive waves of innovation in the computer industry. My
purpose is to show how these phenomena were not just caused by entrepreneurial activity. Instead, both were
embedded in preexisting social relations and in both cases, the government played a pivotal role in pushing forward
the conditions for “entrepreneurial activity”.

The Case of Shareholder Value

In order to apply this general understanding about the link between governments and markets to the case of
shareholder value, it is important to understand what shareholder value is, the nature of the market order that it
implies, what existed before “shareholder value”, why the idea of “shareholder value” emerged, and the role of
government in aiding the reorganization of firms under the rubric of “maximizing shareholder value”. The
shareholder value conception of the firm refers to a set of understandings about the relationships between the top
managers of publicly held corporations, boards of directors, and the equities markets, where the owners of firms buy
and sell shares (Jensen, 1989; Fama and Jensen, 1983). The main idea is that the job of top managers is to insure the
highest possible profits for their shareholders. The relationships between managers, boards of directors and equities
markets involve monitoring, rewarding, and sanctioning managers in order to get them to maximize profits. Boards
of directors are supposed to monitor managers by tying their pay to performance and if performance based
incentives fail to produce high profits, to change management teams. If boards of directors fail to monitor managers
closely enough, then the equity markets will punish firms when owners begin to sell stock and the share price of the
firm drops. If managers and boards of directors continue to ignore taking actions to increase profits, the final source
of discipline for recalcitrant firms is the hostile takeover. Here, a new team of owners and managers will take over
the assets by buying them at the depressed price and use them more fruitfully in the pursuit of maximizing
shareholder value.
The market that the shareholder value conception of the firm describes is the market for corporate control.
The market for corporate control concerns how teams of owners and managers seek out opportunities to use assets to
make profits. The shareholder value conception of the firm is an idealized version of how this market is supposed to
work. Owners and managers who are effective at making profits retain the rights over assets. Other owners will want
to purchase the stock of such a firm (which are claims over the profit produced by the assets). The current share
price reflects the current and future prospects of the management team in exploiting those assets to produce profits.
When managers fail to produce sufficient profit, their share price begins to fall as owners sell stock. If the price falls
sufficiently, a new group of owners and managers will appear to take control over those assets and try and raise the
profits of the firm.
The shareholder value conception of the firm requires several institutional features. First, of course, there
have to be in place the “right” kinds of laws and rules to allow boards of directors and equity markets to function in
this way. This includes rules about protecting shareholder rights, rules governing accounting practices, and rules
allowing hostile takeovers. Second, stock ownership has to be sufficiently defused so that it is possible for teams of
owners and managers to be able to make bids for all of the shares of firms. If firms are tightly controlled by a family,

a bank, a government, or cross holding of various corporations, it will be difficult if not impossible to make a
takeover bid without cooperation from those groups. The U.S. is unlike most industrialized societies in that
ownership of the stock of the largest corporations is highly diffused (Roe, 1994; Roe and Blair, 2000). Huge
amounts of stock are publicly bought and sold on the equities markets and it is possible, if you have enough money
to buy majority stakes in almost all of the largest corporations.
Societies that might be interested in creating a market for corporate control in order to force firms to
maximize shareholder value would have to undertake a series of political reforms for such a market to emerge. This
market would not emerge “naturally”, but would require active interventions by the state. Existing systems of
property rights tend to favor currently existing economic elites who certainly would try and prevent governments
from undermining their economic power. Given a lack of pressure from these elites, it is easy to see why most
European governments have not put these kinds of reforms into place. Not surprisingly, only Great Britain fully
followed the U.S. lead in this regard in the past 20 years. It is useful to ask how and why the shareholder value
conception of the firm came to dominate the market for corporate control in the U.S. Obviously, the managerial
elite of large corporations is an entrenched economic interest who would appeal to the state to protect their position.
In order to understand the vulnerability of those managers and the rise of shareholder value, one must understand
what existed before shareholder value.
The finance conception of the firm emerged during the merger movement of the 1960s to govern the
market for corporate control (Fligstein, 1990: ch. 7). At this time, the firm was first conceived of as a bundle of
assets that managers would deploy and re-deploy by the buying and selling of firms in order to maximize profits.
During the 1960s, diversified portfolios of product lines would be manipulated to maximize profits. The idea had
three parts. First, firms could smooth out business cycles by investing in businesses that performed differently as the
economy expanded and contracted. Second, financial oriented managers would have closer control over assets and
thus, be able to use them to make more money than either passive investors in stock portfolios, or as they might
make as free standing firms. Finally, financially oriented executives would be able to make investments in firms
and evaluate the likelihood that their investments would succeed.
There were two conditions that produced the finance conception. First, large firms in the postwar era were
already fairly diversified in their product lines. The problem of internally controlling a large number of products
opened an opportunity for executives who could claim to evaluate the profit potential of each product line. Finance
executives reduced the information problem to the rate of return earned by product lines and thereby made the large
diversified corporation manageable. Second, the federal government was strictly enforcing the antitrust laws in the
early postwar era and had passed an anti-merger law that made it difficult to merge with direct competitors or
suppliers. This had the unintended consequence of encouraging firms to engage in mergers with firms who
produced radically different products to produce growth and avoid government intervention. This gave financial
executives more legitimacy because they could claim to have the expertise to evaluate the prospects for products
outside of a firm's main lines by making those evaluations in financial terms (Fligstein, 1990, ch. 6).

The most spectacular organizational examples of the new finance conception came from firms outside the
mainstream of American corporate life. The men who pioneered the acquisitive conglomerate (Tex Thornton at
Textron, Jim Ling at L-T-V, and Harold Geneen at ITT) showed how financial machinations involving debt could be
used to produce rapid growth with little investment of capital. All of the financial forms of reorganization, including
hostile takeovers, divestitures, leveraged buyouts, the accumulation of debt, and stock repurchasing, were invented
or perfected in this period. The 1960s witnessed a large- scale merger movement whereby many of the largest
corporations substantially increased their size and diversification. As a result of this success, finance executives
increasingly became CEOs of large corporations. By 1969, the finance conception of control had come to dominate
the market for corporate control and by implication, the strategies and structures of the largest American firms.
The finance conception of control, which dominated the market for corporate control during the 1960s,
therefore already viewed the firm in primarily financial terms. The shareholder value conception of control is also a
financial set of strategies, but it had a particular critique of the finance conception of the firms as it had evolved
during the 1960s and 1970s. It viewed the principal failure of the finance conception of control as the failure to
maximize shareholder value by its failure to raise share prices. What caused this critique to evolve?
The large American corporation in the early 1980s was under siege from two exogenous forces: the high
inflation and slow economic growth of the 1970s, and increased foreign competition. Foreign competition,
particularly with the Japanese, heated up and American firms lost market shares and, in some cases, entire markets,
like in consumer electronics. The inflation of the 1970s had a set of negative effects on large corporations. Their
real assets (i.e. land, buildings, machines) were increasing in value. High interest rates pushed investors towards
fixed income securities like government bonds and stock prices drifted downward over the decade. The main
reaction for managers during this crisis was to leave assets undervalued on their books. Because of the high inflation
and poor economic conditions, profit margins were squeezed. If firms revalued assets, then their financial
performance would even look worse as standard measures of performance (like return on assets) would make poor
profits stand out even more. Firms avoided borrowing money because of high interest rates. This meant that firms
kept large amounts of cash on hand. With low stock prices, undervalued assets, and lots of cash, by the late 1970s,
many large American firms had stock prices that valued them as being worth less than their assets and cash
(Friedman, 1985). There was a crisis of profitability during the 1970s for managers of large firms. The conditions
were right for some form of change in the conception of control governing large corporations. There were three
problems: what would that analysis of problems look like,

who would spearhead it, and what role would

government play in sparking the new conception of the firm?
During the late 1970s in America, the discourse of deregulation was already taking shape in the political
arena. The Carter Administration embraced the view that one way out of the economic crisis known as “stagflation”
(high inflation, low economic growth) was to deregulate product and labor markets. The theory suggested that

deregulation would stimulate competition, force down wages, and end inflation. Lower prices would result and this
would stimulate consumption and economic growth. The Carter Administration began to experiment by deregulating
the airlines and trucking industries. The presidential election of 1980 brought Ronald Reagan into power. Reagan
embraced a pro-business, anti-government agenda to combat economic hard times. One of his first acts in power was
to break the air traffic controllers union. This sent a chill throughout organized labor in the U.S. and accelerated the
decline in unions that was already taking place.
Reagan’s Administration did several things that directly encouraged the merger movement of the 1980s.
William Baxter, Reagan's attorney general in charge of antitrust, had been an active opponent of the antitrust laws
while a lawyer and academician. In 1981, he announced new merger guidelines. These guidelines committed the
government to approving almost all mergers except those that lead to concentration ratios within particular markets
of greater than 80%. This gave the green light to all forms of mergers, large and small, vertical and horizontal. The
Reagan Administration also substantially reduced corporate income taxes at the same time. Reagan encouraged
firms to use this largesse to make new investments in the economy. The kind of investments that most of them
made, were mergers. From this perspective, the 1980s market for corporate control was driven by the crisis in the
already existing finance conception of the firm and the changes in the regulatory environment, which encouraged
firms to use the market for corporate control to reorganize their assets.
The interesting question is, who came up with the shareholder value conception of the firm and how did
they relate to those who were working with the finance conception of control? Given what is now known about the
merger movement, the main actors were institutional investors that include investment banks, insurance companies,
and mutual funds provided some of the stimulus to pushing forward the shareholder value conception of the firm.
The idea of maximizing shareholder value can be traced back to agency theory and financial economics. Institutional
investors began to realize that some firms had market values that were less than the value of their saleable assets.
This kind of financial analysis implied that the managers were not maximizing shareholder value because buyers of
equity were evaluating the prospects of the firm in such negative terms, that the value of the firm was less than its
assets.
Savvy financial analysts began to realize that by breaking firms up, they could make money. Part of the
problem for investment bankers and other institutional investors was raising the cash to engage in hostile takeovers.
The most important financial invention of the period was the creation of high yield or junk bonds to aid these
purchases. These bonds could be used to buy up the shares of the firm, and then the new owners could engage in
internal reorganization of the firm to pay the debt down. These reorganizations would involve layoffs and the sale of

assets.

The shareholder value rhetoric argued that these reorganizations should not worry about workers,

consumers, or suppliers, but instead, their aim was to make more money for the owners of the assets.
The shareholder value conception of the firm is touted as the main corporate governance solution to the
problem of making corporations more competitive (Jensen, 1989). Did these reorganizations result in firms that
would make higher profits and restore American firms to leadership positions in industries where they lost out in the
1970s? The empirical literature shows that the answer to both of these questions is “no”. People who benefited the
most from the 1980s merger movement were those who sold the shares of stock to firms engaging in mergers. But,
the new owners of the assets made no higher profits on average than either the firm made previously or firms in their
industry were making (Jensen and Ruback, 1994). This result will come as a surprise for readers not familiar with
this literature. There is an assumption that shareholder value style governance will result in the best allocation of a
firm’s assets and increase profits. But because many of the takeovers involved the use of debt, firms had a hard time
showing higher levels of profit given their high levels of debt and their elevated equity prices.
The link between maximizing shareholder value and competitiveness is even more tenuous. The literature
on competitiveness shows that the main factors that determine whether or not a firm is competitive have to do with
its competencies at organizing production and creating new and useful technologies (Piore and Sabel, 1984; Porter,
1991; Womack, Jones, and Roos, 1991). Having these competencies is strongly related to treating employees fairly
or making investments in the future. A narrow focus on shareholders to the exclusion of other constituencies in the
firm may result in the exodus of the best people in the firm. It may also result in under investment in the future of
the firm. This can undermine the competitiveness of the firm. It should not be surprising that American corporations
never regained ground in industries where they lost competitive advantage to the Japanese and the Europeans (i.e.
consumer electronics, automobiles, luxury goods, and high end precision machines) by attempting to maximize
“shareholder value”. Instead, American managers would exit product lines where they could not dominate. Instead
of trying to make better products, they would divest themselves of the assets.
By touting deregulation as the solution to all economic problems, the American government began the
discourse that allowed the “shareholder value conception of the firm” to blossom. Deregulation of product and labor
markets was thought to be the tonic to restore the American economy to its former growth. But deregulation did not
mean that the government was going to entirely get out of the business of regulating markets, contracts, taxes, labor,
and capital. The government also provided the institutional infrastructure for the maximization of shareholder value
by producing regulation of equity and bond markets. It provided tax incentives and capital for mergers and told
corporations that it would not disapprove of any mergers. It refused to consider passing laws to protect anyone’s

rights but shareholders. It also encouraged firms to re-write the labor contract to make workers grow more insecure.
While the government did not invent the idea of “maximizing shareholder value”, it continuously worked to
advantage the owners of capital in order to increase their profitability.

The Case of Silicon Valley and the Computer Industry

The explosion of information technology that occurred at the end of the 20th century has created a whole
new set of markets. Let me tell the story of these markets from the perspective of those who favor the view that this
has occurred as a result of the spontaneous actions of entrepreneurs. Many believe that these new technologies are
transforming the world we live in (Castells, 1996).

This story has captured the attention of journalists,

policymakers, and scholars. These markets are supposed to be creating new kinds of firms that are flatter, more
networked, and thus, quicker to take advantage of opportunities (Castells, 1996; Saxenian, 1994). The new firms
learn and change constantly, because if they stop, they die. In doing so, they are creating wealth beyond what
anyone has ever imagined. They are also transforming work for the people who run them. People leave and exit
firms rapidly, and stock options are a huge part of what attracts work teams to put in extremely high hours to push a
new product innovation to market. Silicon Valley and its imitators in Austin, Seattle, Washington, D.C., Boston,
New York City (Silicon Alley), and Ann Arbor are living proof that the future belongs to quick, constantly learning,
small firms that maintain alliances and networks to keep them alive.
In this new world, firms do not form monopolies because technology will not let it happen. Firms that try to
create proprietary processes or products will find others inventing new things in order to go around them. So, Apple
(with its proprietary computer operating system) and Sony (with its beta VCR system) found themselves on the
losing end of markets as consumers preferred open systems that produced more standard products that were cheaper.
Intel and Microsoft with the "open" architecture of their products spawned whole industries of suppliers of hardware
and software built on the openness of their systems. The lesson of these firms was that fortunes were not to be made
by trying to be proprietary, but instead, by being "open". The way to win was to get there first and have your product
adopted as the standard because it was the best. To prevent being blown away by the next generation of the
technology, one needed to keep one's product developing, and organizational learning was the only answer. Keeping
in touch with competitors and customers, and using networks to evolve products was the only way to stay in the
game. This closed the virtuous circle by which the best technology won out, and the firm that produced the
technology only stayed in place if it continued to evolve as other technologies evolved.

In the "old" industrial economics, the bigger a firm got, the less product the market could absorb, the lower
the price for the product, and the marginal profit on selling an additional unit of the product would eventually drop
to zero. A whole new branch of economics claims that this "law" has been repealed. Information technologies
produce "increasing returns to scale" (Arthur, 1994). The cost of making a product like software is high at the
beginning. But if the product becomes a standard, the market locks -in around the product. This lock-in occurs
because consumers get used to a particular product and because other related producers build their products around
it. The marginal cost of producing additional products is very low because the cost of the floppy disk, in the case of
software, is so small. If the product becomes an industry standard, the profits go up as each additional unit of output
is sold because the cost of producing an additional amount of the product is near zero.
Moreover, all of this change in the “new economy” is being done without any input from governments.
Governments are not actively regulating these markets, choosing winning and losing technologies, or making
investments that promote one set of firms over another. It is the knowledge-based industries, invented in
universities, driven by entrepreneurs that learn from each other, that are creating this new community of firms. By
and large, Silicon Valley (and its imitators) has not relied on the government in any important way for its
development. Indeed, the decentralized nature of the markets and the open standards of products are often
characterized as antithetical to the slow moving, unimportant bureaucracies of governments.
It turns out that there a great many problems with this story. First and most important, it fails to recognize
the pivotal role that the government has played as producer of rules that concern issues relevant to hardware and
software manufacturers, as funders of research and development, as buyers of products, and as funders of basic and
applied research in and around universities. Moreover, these are the early days of many of these new markets. At
the beginning of markets, there is always a social movement-like flow of firms to start out. New entrants proliferate
and many conceptions of action seem possible. The small, “networked, learning” firm is a strategy for new firms to
follow as these markets emerge. Firms face an uncertain market and no one knows which products will be hits. The
“networked, learning firm” is a model to deal with these problems. In essence, it makes a virtue out of a vice. If one
cannot engage in controlling the competition, one can try and be connected enough to other firms to know what is
happening and to try and anticipate where the market is going.
In this section, I want to consider two issues. First, what has been the role of government in the waves of
inventions that have created the computer, software, telecommunications, and internet industries in general and how
did the government help nurture Silicon Valley? Second, I am interested in considering the degree to which the
image we have of the industry as small and nimble meshes with the ways in which firms appear to have organized

themselves to make money. The question is, will these markets settle on these forms because it will be impossible
for bigger firms pursuing more stability-oriented tactics to emerge because of the rapid shifts in technology? Or will
some grow large by stabilizing technologies and having control whereby their products lock in a particular market?
There have been four waves of innovation in these industries. World War II and the Cold War stimulated
the first by providing backing for innovations in products that were related to radio, microwaves, radar, and guided
missile systems. The second came in the late 1950s with the invention and commercial production of the integrated
circuit, which became the basis of the semiconductor industry. The first and most important use of these circuits was
for guided missile systems. The third wave was personal computers beginning in the 1970s. Finally, in the 1990s,
the Internet was invented and experienced explosive growth. The government played a part in all of these periods of
invention. In some it played a more direct role and in others, more indirect. I will review some of the literature here
in order to make this role more explicit.
Before World War II, there was a small electronics industry in Silicon Valley (Sturgeon, 2000). Most of the
electronics firms in the U.S. were operated by large corporations and were located in the east. The first real stimulus
to the growth of the modern electronics industry in Silicon Valley was World War II. During World War II, the
electronics industry in Silicon Valley expanded dramatically. For example, Hewlett Packard, the original Silicon
Valley firm, expanded from 9 employees and $70,000 in sales in 1939 to over 100 employees and over $1 million in
sales by 1943 due entirely to sales to the U.S. military. During the 1950s, the fastest growing firm in Silicon Valley
was Varian Associates, which sold over 90% of its production to the Defense Department. By the late 1950s,
Hewlett Packard, Varian, Lockheed, and other firms were selling the bulk of their computer, electronics, and guided
missiles/space vehicles to the government (Henton, 2000).
The Defense Department was not just a customer for the region during this period. Leslie (2000) argues
that the war effort had pushed along a number of related inventions, in particular advances in tube technology, but
also in opening up parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. During the early years of the Cold War, the Defense
Department became the most important supplier of money for research and development and the purchaser of many
early versions of different technologies. Much of this money poured into firms. But, the government also underwrote
research and education at many universities. Bresnahan (1999) estimates that over 70% of the research support in
engineering, computer science and related fields came from the federal government. At least half of the graduate
students in these fields were supported by federal funds as well. More than half of the papers published in computer
science journals cite federal funding as pivotal to their research.

One of the biggest recipients of this largesse was Stanford University. The Dean of the Stanford Business
School during this period, Frederick Terman, was instrumental in making the Stanford Engineering School the
leading research site on the west coast. Terman recognized that the growth of industry in Silicon Valley depended
on building research infrastructure in the region. To do this, the Engineering School would need to develop close
intimate ties to the government (Leslie, 2000). He was extremely successful in his efforts. Stanford University set up
many programs to exploit the potential linkage between business, government, and students and professors. Terman
pioneered the strategy of encouraging professors and students with good ideas to set up shop in the Silicon Valley as
private firms. His most successful case was Hewlett-Packard. He often worked his connections in government and
business to help in these efforts. Stanford University also provided engineers trained in various fields for firms to
employ. One of the other features of the Valley that Terman helped promote was the origin of the venture capital
industry. He acted as a financial backer of Hewlett-Packard and helped them find funding to expand their activities.
During the 1950s, venture capitalists came to Silicon Valley to underwrite both Varian and Associates and Fairchild
Semiconductor. All were encouraged to do so because these firms had a natural market for their products in
government.
The transistor, semi-conductor, and computer industries were all underwritten by the federal government,
and in particular by the Defense Department in the years 1945-65 (Lecuyer, 2000). The first of the semiconductor
firms was Fairchild Semiconductor. It was the first company to produce transistors for semiconductors. The major
innovations by the firm during the 1950s allowed the company to gain a large share of military production. By 1960,
it was the leading manufacturer of silicon based components in the U.S and its main customer was the U.S. Defense
Department. Ultimately, many of the leaders of Fairchild Semiconductor left the firm and went out on their own.
They founded many companies in the Valley including Intel. It was these products, which caused the area to become
known as Silicon Valley.
The government continued to support research and development and accounted for a substantial amount of
the market for high technology goods until the end of the Cold War. They also continued to underwrite most
research and development at Universities. During the 1970s and 1980s, the product mix of the Valley began to
change. The personal computer, and later the internet meant that consumer markets for goods produced in the Valley
were growing very quickly while the market for goods for the Defense Department were either growing less quickly
or even contracting.
Most of the stories told about Silicon Valley refer to this period when the government was less in the
foreground of development, and more in the background. But, it should be noted that the main product innovations

that went into these new industries had their origins in the postwar Cold War era. Moreover, the reason that Silicon
Valley was poised to be such an important player in these new industries during the 1970s was that thousands of
engineers were already working there, mainly for firms supplying goods to the defense industry. There has been an
explosion of entrepreneurial activity in the Silicon Valley over the past 20 years and an equally explosive growth of
venture capital to support this activity. But both of these activities have their roots in the government-funded
activities of the postwar era.
But in spite of the important roles that entrepreneurs have played in the past 20 years, the government has
played a part. The last of these new innovations, the Internet, owes many of its key features to the Defense
Department. An agency in the Defense Department called the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) was
founded in the 1960s. It funded the "Arpanet" which was a computer network whose purpose was to create a
decentralized network of communication to insure communication in event of a nuclear war. Scientists and
university scholars were given access to the “Arpanet” and they used it to send messages and files. In order to make
it work better, a series of innovations were necessary to allow for the handling of large amounts of data. This
brought forth a number of important software innovations. Most of the basic innovations for these information
technologies came from research done in universities where government paid to support the research.
Government support for the computer and electronics industry extends beyond the role of the government
as customer and the main organization funding basic research. The Congress has written laws that serve the interests
of firms. Patent law and property rights issues have favored the holders of patents. The state of California, for
example, has very well developed intellectual property rights laws which, not surprisingly, favor programmers. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 produced rules of competition that is generally favorable to the current incumbent
phone and cable firms. These laws have not forced competition between telecommunications and cable companies,
but have reinforced the positions of incumbents. Silicon Valley firms have gotten the government to relax
immigration laws to provide a stream of engineers, while these same firms simultaneously moved production
offshore. As of 2001, commerce on the Internet is not subject to sales tax, giving electronic retailers a 5-7% price
advantage over their bricks and mortar competitors. In sum, government is everywhere. It nurtures technologies,
allows private exploitation of them, and provides legal and regulatory structures to make it easier for firms to raise
and make money. It also allows firms to define the rules of competition.
. This brings me to my second question. Is Silicon Valley really dominated by the networks of actors who
are in small firms and cooperate extensively with one another, and does this model produce a stable situation for
producers? The main scholarly studies (Saxenian, 1997; Castells, 1998; Castillo, et. al., 2000) seem to think that it is

this feature of the Silicon Valley, which has produced its distinctive competitive advantage. This imagery seems to
directly contradict the story I have told about the role of government in supporting innovation and buying products.
It also would seem to undermine the idea that large corporations were the primary beneficiary of the government’s
actions.
I think there are two points of contention here. First, there are many factors that have made Silicon Valley
so successful and it is clear that these have changed over time. Thus, it is important to study all of the possible
factors and to do it over the whole history of Silicon Valley. So, if one has a 60 year perspective, one can easily see
how the Cold War and active entrepreneurs in universities and firms who took advantage of this opportunity formed
the core of the industry. It is also important for scholars who study these processes to not ignore all of the potential
social factors in the formation of industrial agglomerations like Silicon Valley even if their interest is in what is
going on right now. So, if scholars ignore government funding of research and training in universities and do not
include it as a cause in Silicon Valley’s success, they will not see the government as being important to what is
going on. If scholars fixate narrowly on the networks of engineers or the venture capitalists as the engines of
success, they will see them as the only social groups relevant to study. Second, having said this, I am not denying
that entrepreneurs have had the vision to create new and innovative products that created entirely new industries. I
am only denying that they did this on their own, without the aid of government or other institutions.
But I think that the “network approach ignores some of the most compelling industrial organization facts
about Silicon Valley. There are already high levels of concentration in the main products produced in the
information technology revolution. Microsoft (software), Sun (work stations that power the internet), Cisco Systems
(the hardware and switches for the internet), Intel (computer chips), ATT (cable and long distance), and AOL-TimeWarner (internet service provider and cable) control over 60% of their relevant markets. While some of these firms
are clear technological innovators, they are also using familiar tactics to control competition. Microsoft, Intel, and
Cisco have all been targets of antitrust lawsuits based on forms of predatory competition. The Microsoft antitrust
case provided ample evidence that Microsoft behaved like a predatory competitor. As each of these new markets has
emerged, a single firm has come to dominate.
It is useful to speculate on what kinds of markets are really being built in these new technology industries.
The incumbent firms observe the innovators of new technologies and either buy up or incorporate the insights of
those technologies into their main products. They stay in the game by aggressively buying up winners in markets
connected to their main products. Microsoft, for example, is well known for approaching small software firms and
offering to buy them out. If smaller firms refused, then their products were often re-engineered and made part of the

next release of the operating system.

If the incumbents in these industries use their market position to buy out

or force out competitors, then what do the challengers do? Challenger firms have a potentially profitable niche
strategy available to them. Challenger firms are the innovators who take risks. If they are successful, then they face
three potential positive futures (at least from the perspective of their owners): they can go "public" and sell stock,
sell out their firm to one of the industry giants, or try and become on of these giants themselves. This

is

a

conception of control that defines the structure of incumbents and challengers. It means that investors have the
ability to reap returns if their products are successful and it provides the largest firms with new innovations to keep
their large firms in the center of new technology markets. Challenger and incumbents have a symbiotic relation to
one another whereby they are competitors, but they also have created tacit rules that allow all to survive.
The issue of "openness" in computer systems and the related problem of creating technical standards for
products are complex (Edstrom, 1999). The ability to attach a particular piece of hardware or software to an existing
structure makes that structure more valuable. Thus, "openness" benefits the producers of new products and the
owners of such standards. The large stable firms update their products and because of the technological lock-in
around their standards, they attain stability. "Openness" is one way to get a stable market. I would argue that
“openness” evolved when the attempt to create proprietary systems failed. If firms could not control technology
markets through patents, then the second best solution was to get their product to be an open standard. It creates
stability because it allows industry leader to form and markets to coalesce around stable standards. The core
technologies that form the open standard benefit the incumbent firms that control them. Technical standards can
operate in a similar way.
If I am correct, then, as the industry develops, we can expect, consolidation into large firms in many of the
major products. We can also expect that firms will pursue one of two tactics in the construction of new markets:
either be a small, challenger firm prepared to be bought out, or try and become one of the large diversified firms that
offer standards for others to build on and buy up new technology to protect their franchise. This conception of
control, if it emerges and stabilizes, is the deep structure by which firms will make money. The incumbents are the
large firms. The challengers are the small firms where fortunes can still be made, but only as a means to ends. The
owners of challenger firms are in the game to cash out.

Conclusions

This paper has taken the view that firms and markets are best viewed as deeply dependent on laws,
institutions, and governments for their existence. It is unimaginable that firms could find stable solutions to their
problems of competition without extensive social relationships. It is equally unimaginable that many of the products
and markets that exist could have existed without the active intervention of governments.
The “shareholder value” conception of the firm was a solution to a particular problem of American firms.
They were financially under performing circa 1980 due to the high inflation and slow economic growth of the
1970s. This underperformance was blamed on the managers of firms and financial tools were invented to analyze
and transform this condition. The government helped this process along by suspending the antitrust laws and cutting
corporate taxes. These actions had the effect of delivering the message that firms should be reorganized along any
lines that owners saw fit. The government also deregulated industries and liberalized labor markets. The result was a
huge increase in societal inequality. Ironically, the problem of competitiveness of American firms did not go away.
American firms failed to recapture markets they had lost in the 1970s and early 1980s. Financially reorganized firms
did not make higher profits than their counterparts, but instead aided in transferring wealth from workers to
managers and owners. The shareholder value conception of the firm is not the fix for industrial competitiveness that
some have argued it is (Jensen, 1989). Instead, it causes firms to focus more narrowly on financial criteria in their
decision making and less on strategic matters. Because of the shareholder value conception of the firm, managers
that are having problems with a particular product will not work to become more competitive in that product, but
instead will divest themselves of that product.
The computer revolution led by Silicon Valley during the 1980s and 1990s appears to be emblematic of
entrepreneurial American capitalism. Yet, close examination of the facts, shows that the American government has
been intimately involved in funding research, education, and buying the products of the industry for the past 50
years. It has also provided for tax incentives and patent laws that favor producers and investors in risky ventures.
But even this has not been enough to stabilize volatile markets for technology products. Firms have found their ways
to oligopolies or monopolies whereby innovative firms are selectively absorbed by larger firms. This allows both
sides to profit. The founders of small firms are able to take high risks with potentially high returns. The largest firms
are able to stabilize their positions by absorbing new technologies.
The lessons typically drawn about the dynamism of the U.S. economy are simple: keep governments and
firms apart, make firms compete, and deregulate labor markets. But, hopefully, my short presentation should make
the reader question this view. Governments and firms are intimately linked. The relative success of capitalist
economies to produce wealth, income, goods and services depends on these linkages. Any account of the success or

failure of the American economy (or any other economy for that matter) that does not take both into account is
likely to incomplete at best, and misleading at worse.
Notes
1. Of course, governments do many other things that directly and indirectly help entrepreneurs. They provide for
infrastructure like roads, other forms of transportation, utilities, and public safety (including national defense). They
also provide for the enforcement of contracts more generally and insure the stability of the financial system. Finally,
governments provide social welfare functions.
2. So, for example, the federal government has agreed not to charge sales tax on purchases over the Internet. This
policy is supposed to allow the Internet to “mature” as a medium of exchange. But obviously giving electronic
sellers a 5-7% price advantage over firms that are “bricks and mortar” is a policy that reflects the interests of one set
of sellers over another.
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Publication announcements
. Principles of Economic Sociology
By Richard Swedberg
The last fifteen years have witnessed an explosion in the popularity,
creativity, and productiveness of economic sociology, an approach that
traces its roots back to Max Weber. This important new text offers a
comprehensive and up-to-date overview of economic sociology. It also
advances the field theoretically by highlighting, in one analysis, the
crucial economic roles of both interests and social relations.
Read more online, click here:
http://pup.princeton.edu/titles/7525.html

. European Political Economy Review
Although European Political Economy is a flourishing field of research, few journals bridge the gap between
political sciences and economics on European questions. A new electronic journal called European Political
Economy Review (EPER) aims to provide this perspective. EPER is now available on-line at www.epic.ac.uk/eper.
Niels-Erik Wergin BA MA MEST
Basil Blackwell Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Researcher
London School of Economics, Dept. of Industrial Relations
Houghton Street, GB-London WC2A 2AE
t: +44 (0)20 7955 7917
f: +44 (0)20 7955 7424
w: http://personal.lse.ac.uk/wergin

. Conference announcements
. UNION RENEWAL – "NEW INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, NEW UNIONS", Noosa,
Queensland, Australia, 3-6 Fenruary 2004
For several years now union movements, particularly those in Australia, New Zealand, the United States, Canada
and the United Kingdom, have been grappling with issues of union renewal, organising and structural and cultural
change in a bid to reverse union decline that had seemed almost inexorable in four of those five countries. With
signs that the worst may be over, a common theme to developments in these countries has been shifts of varying
intensity towards 'organising' approaches amongst some or many unions. Now is a good time to evaluate the changes
unions have been attempting to make, the barriers they face both internally and externally, the successes and failures
they have had, and the challenges they still face.
So I'd like to invite you to consider preparing a paper relevant to the general theme of "union renewal: new industrial
relations, new unions" for a conference to be held next February in the fantastic Sunshine Coast setting of Noosa in
Queensland, Australia.
A special stream of the 2004 conference of the Association of Industrial Relations Academics of Australia and New
Zealand (AIRAANZ) will be on this theme. The conference, which itself has the overall theme of "new economy,
new industrial relations?", will be held from 3-6 February and normally features a wide range of antipodean
academics, from postgraduate students to leaders in the field. This year, however, with the creation of the union
renewal stream, we are encouraging practitioners as well as researchers to discuss their experiences, findings and
recommendations, and we are particularly encouraging practitioners and researchers from Canada, the US, UK and
Europe to share their stories with us, and to hear our stories. From the revival of unionism in the near deunionised
Pilbara mining region to the strategies of peak union councils, we have some pretty fascinating tales to tell and some
interesting quantitative material. As well as a great environment in which to listen to them.
And if you're wondering what the weather is like down here, around the beaches, river cruises, fishing spots,
national parks, golf courses and gourmet food strips of Noosa, while it is the depths of the northern winter on the
other side of the world, the phrase used here is "beautiful one day, perfect the next". Noosa is less than two hours
north of Brisbane and a shuttle bus runs directly from Brisbane airport to the conference venue. Further north from
Noosa are the world-heritage listed Fraser Island and the Great Barrier Reef. The academic environment at
AIRAANZ is collegial and friendly.
Information about the conference is on the conference web page at http://www.gu.edu.au/school/irl/airaanz2004/
Information about submitting papers, including formatting requitrements, is at
http://www.gu.edu.au/school/irl/airaanz2004/call_for_papers.html
Submission deadlines are 4 November 2003 for refereed papers and 5 January 2004 for non-refereed papers.
If you are contemplating submitting a paper in the union renewal stream, would like to take part in a panel
discussion, are just thinking of coming, have any suggestions, or would just like to be kept informed of further
developments, please reply to me at D.Peetz@griffith.edu.au and we can keep in touch.
Early bird registration costs $A530 for members and $A590 for non-members. At the time of writing the latter was
equivalent to about 350 Euros, $US400, $C540 and 240 pounds sterling. So, as you can see, it represents excellent
value! Discounts are available for students, retired people and for one-day registrations.
There will also be lots of opportunities to present and hear papers on other topics. Other streams of the conference
include:
? ?Asian industrial relations;
? ?Teaching industrial relations;
? ?Labour and community;
? ?The politics of research in industrial relations;
? ?Public sector industrial relations.
The AIRAANZ conference convenors are Peter Brosnan (P.Brosnan@griffith.edu.au) and Michael Barry
(M.Barry@griffith.edu.au). If you have administrative questions about the conference you can contact Julie

McGregor, the Conference Manager, on j.mcgregor@griffith.edu.au (Tel: +61 7 3875 7477; Fax: +61 7 3875 7177 ).
regards
David Peetz
Convenor - Union Renewal Stream
AIRAANZ 2004

. Onzièmes Journées d’Etudes sur Les données longitudinales dans l’analyse du marché du
travail : Genre et données longitudinales, Dijon 27 et 28 mai 2004
Les années quatre-vingt-dix prolongent les tendances amorcées au cours des dernières décennies en matière de
scolarisation, d'emploi, de vie familiale des générations entrant dans la vie adulte. Les femmes sont au cœ ur de ces
grandes évolutions.
La question du genre, ou des différences de sexe, à travers les données longitudinales sera l'objet des prochaines
journées à Dijon. Quelle est la légitimité, quel est l'apport d'une approche sexuée du monde de l'éducation et du
monde du travail ?
Durant les différentes journées du longitudinal, la nécessité et la difficulté d'introduire le temps dans l'analyse de
l'insertion professionnelle ont été maintes fois soulignées, mais qu’en est-il de l'approche en termes de genre ?
L'approche genre nous oblige-t-elle à "changer de lunettes" pour observer la réalité sociale dans le monde de
l'éducation et le monde du travail, notamment pour concevoir, mettre en oeuvre des méthodologies, et mener des
analyses ?
Quelles questions les spécialistes en sciences sociales se posent-ils sur le suivi des jeunes au sein du système
éducatif, sur les trajectoires professionnelles et familiales des femmes et des hommes ? Il est difficile d'étudier les
parcours professionnels dans les mêmes termes puisque leur formation les conduit vers des marchés du travail
différents. Elles et ils n'accèdent pas aux mêmes espaces d'éducation et d'emploi. Ainsi faire une analyse en trois
postes sur le marché du travail -actif occupé, chômeur, inactif- a-t-il le même sens décliné au féminin ou au
masculin ?
Autant de thèmes qui pourront être traités à l’occasion de ces onzièmes journées. Les propositions de
communication sont à adresser pour le 15 octobre 2003 sous forme d’un résumé de deux pages avec quelques
références bibliographiques. Les auteurs des communications retenues seront avertis pour le 15 novembre. Les
textes définitifs des communications devront parvenir pour le 28 février 2004.
Comité scientifique : Alain Degenne, Marie Duru-Bellat, Jean-François Giret, Christine Guégnard, Jean-Jacques
Paul, Patrick Werquin.
Adresse pour les propositions :
cguegnar@u-bourgogne.fr
Jean-Jacques.Paul@u-bourgogne.fr

IREDU – CNRS
Université de Bourgogne – Pôle AAFE
Esplanade Erasme
B.P 26513
21065 DIJON CEDEX

. FORUM DE LA RÉGULATION 2003 / 9-10 OCTOBRE 2003, Paris, Ecole Normale
Supérieure (Entrée libre)
Programme
Jeudi 9 octobre
- 9h : accueil des participants
- 9h30-12h30 : séance plénière d'ouverture
- 14h30-18h : ateliers en parallèle
Vendredi 10 octobre
- 9h-12h30 : ateliers en parallèle
- 14h-17h : séance plénière de clôture
SÉANCE PLÉNIÈRE D'OUVERTURE
jeudi 9 octobre, 9h30/12h30
« L'économie politique des inégalités »
président de séance :
Isabelle Laudier, Institut Caisse des Dépôts pour la Recherche Economique et Sociale
Robert Boyer (EHESS, CEPREMAP), président Recherche & Régulation
Intervenants :
Christian Baudelot
(ENS, laboratoire de Sciences sociales)
Jacques Freyssinet
(université Paris-I, CEE)
Eric Maurin
(INSEE)
Thomas Piketty
(EHESS, CEPREMAP)
FORUM DE LA RÉGULATION 2003 / 9-10 OCTOBRE 2003
jeudi 9 octobre, 14h30
1. Rapport salarial #1
rapporteur : Hugues Bertrand
président de séance : Henri Nadel
F.Eymard-Duvernay. Défauts de coopération et chômage
: une théorie institutionnaliste
A.Rebérioux. Les transformations du rapport salarial :
financiarisation vs nouvelles formes de concurrence
N.Thèvenot, J.Valentin. Soustraitance et précarité de
l'emploi : une analyse empirique
2. Analyses du postfordisme
rapporteur : Michel Aglietta
président de séance : Pascal Petit
G.Colletis Evolution du rapport salarial,
financiarisation et mondialisation
C.Couharde, J.Mazier, F.Serranito, M.Clevenot. Modèles
postkeynésiens kaleckiens et régimes de croissance
L.HoangNgoc, B.Tinel. Régulation du «nouveau»
capitalisme. Analyses positives et recommandations
normatives comparées
J.-F.Vidal. Régimes d'accumulation et formes de
régulations postfordistes : comparaisons des EtatsUnis, du Japon et de la France
3. Espaces de régulation #1
(dynamiques de territoires)
rapporteur : Yannick Lung
président de séance : Patrick Le Galès
M.Dunford. Territorial Inequalities : What Causes Them
And Do They Matter ?
M.-A.Filippa. Systèmes productifs, gouvernance locale et
trajectoire des territoires

E.Steclebout. Une modélisation du processus de
formation des politiques régionales européennes
4. Etat social #1
(systèmes d'action publique)
rapporteur : Bruno Jobert
président de séance : Christine André
E.Bornand. La formation professionnelle dans les
politiques sociales
G.Raveaud. La Stratégie européenne pour l'emploi : une
première évaluation
A.Remond. La responsabilité du politique dans les
difficultés de financement du système de retraite
français
S.Solari. Le concept de régulation dans l’étude des
relations Etat/économie au niveau local
5. Théorie de l’entreprise #1
rapporteur : Olivier Weinstein
président de séance : Christian Du Tertre
L.Desmedt. Le gouvernement de l'entreprise : finance et
discipline
D.Rousselière. Economie sociale et organisation
industrielle : le cas des groupements coopératifs
d'entreprises
B.Théret. Lire la firme à travers la vision pénétrante de
Commons : une approche hypothético-déductive
jeudi 9 octobre, 16h30
6. Rapport salarial #2
rapporteur : Bénédicte Reynaud
président de séance : Benjamin Coriat
M.Arai, S.Lechevalier. L’inégalité homme/femme au
cœur de la segmentation du marché du travail
japonais ?
Ph.Lefebvre. Une énigme persistante pour l’histoire et
les théories des organisations : la formation de la
hiérarchie d'usine
O.Thévenon.Convention familiale et régime d’Etat social
7. Economie du développement #1
rapporteur : Jaime Marques-Pereira
président de séance : Thomas Coutrot
E.Lafaye-de-Michaux. La mise en question de l’usage
des catégories ethniques dans l’analyse des inégalités
de revenu en Malaisie
L.Miotti, C.Quenan. Analyse des crises structurelles
multidimensionnelles : le cas de l’Argentine
E.Mulot. Genèse historique de trois systèmes éducatifs :
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Cuba
L.Talha. Pourquoi les institutions des PED ne changentelles
pas ? Le cas de l’Algérie
8. Espaces de régulation #2
(régulation de biens publics, collectifs… )
rapporteur : Bertrand Zuindeau
président de séance : Michael Dunford
D.Barthelemy, M.Nieddu, F.-D.Vivien. Le patrimoine:
accumulation d’externalités positives ou régulation
de la relation marchande?"
M.Casteigts. Gouvernance et développement durable
des territoires entre coordination
marchande, régulation institutionnelle et conventions
territoriales
T.Lamarche. Territoire : développement exogène,

développement endogène et hétéronomie
9. Etat social #2
(forme institutionnelle de l'Etat)
rapporteur : Jacques Commaille
président de séance : Robert Delorme
Ch.André. Les changements de configuration de l'Etat
social en Europe
A.Fretel. Les associations au cœur des politiques
sociales : historique de leurs interventions
C.Ramaux. Comment penser l'Etat social au-delà du
risque et des assurances sociales ?
A.Reimat. Régulation, périodisation, histoire
quantitative : l’évolution en longue période du
régime vieillesse France
10. Théorie de l'institution
rapporteur : Philippe Steiner
président de séance : Bernard Billaudot
C.Guillaume, F.Osty, F.Granier. La métamorphose des
compromis sociaux
F.Marty. Dynamique institutionnelle et jurisprudence :
application à la réglementation des services publics
X.Ragot. Structures et institutions : essai
d'épistémologie
Ateliers
FORUM de la RÉGULATION 2003
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vendredi 10 octobre, 9h
11. Régimes de demande et modes de vie
rapporteur : Christian Du Tertre
président de séance : Michael Storper
G.Allaire. Les « peurs alimentaires » et la régulation du
«modèle anthropogénétique »
Q.Delaunay. Les acteurs sociaux de la demande : des
produits industriels au service
C.Doliger. Démographie et croissance économique en
France après la Seconde guerre mondiale : une
approche cliométrique
12. Formes de concurrence
(institutions du marché)
rapporteur : Philipe Moati
président de séance : Gilles Allaire
M.-H.Depret, A.Hamdouch. La régulation de la
révolution du vivant : espaces, principes, institutions
J.-Ch.Graz. Topologie intégrée et processus différenciés
de la normalisation internationale
P.Razanakoto. Qualité, régulation et conventions : entre
rationalité et incertitude dans le choix des
consommateurs
13. Analyse de la transition
rapporteur : Bernard Chavance
président de séance : Mario Dehove
V.Denysyuk. Complexité et trajectoire belarusse de
transformation économique post-socialiste
M.Litviakov. La crise de financement de l’économie
russe (origines institutionnelles d’un paradoxe)
L.Porras. Pour une analyse macro-institutionnaliste des
inégalités : le cas de la République tchèque postsocialiste
14. Espaces de régulation #3
(dynamiques internationales)
rapporteur : Geneviève Schmeder

président de séance : Robert Boyer
M.Fergani. La mondialisation, nouveau ‘dé-ordre’
mondial ? L'évolution du rôle des Etats
F.Fourquet. Le régime international est toujours la forme
institutionnelle dominante
C.Serfati. Le militaire dans les processus de
« mondialisation ». Le « facteur transatlantique » et
la place de l'Europe
K.Van der Pijl. Structures of Determination In
Contemporary Global Change
15. Modélisation #1
rapporteur : Michel Juilliard
président de séance : Jean-François Vidal
M.Clevenot. La Stock Flow Accounting Matrix for
Macroeconomic Modelling
M.Netter. De l'invalidation de la « loi des débouchés » à
la régulation à long terme du capitalisme
B.Vallageas. Pour une synthèse keynéso-néoclassique et
une théorie de la « détransformation »
16. Economie du développement #2
(l'économique et le politique)
rapporteur : Philippe Hugon
président de séance : Michel Vernières
D.Akagül. La stabilité politique et le développement
économique : analyse du cas turc
M.Levin, I.Peaucelle. Analyse économique des politiques
de transferts de technologie et la corruption
E.Paquet. L’impact des réformes économiques sur le
régime politique vietnamien 1979-2000 (une
interprétation évolutionnaire et systémique)
vendredi 10 octobre, 11h
17. Théorie de l’entreprise #2
rapporteur : Thomas Coutrot
président de séance : Frédéric Lordon
Y.Biondi. La nature économique de l’entreprise et la
comptabilité : enjeux théoriques et appliqués
Y.Renou. Entreprise-réseau, plateau de conception et
compétences : de la notion de « compétences
distribuées » à celle d’« acteur compétent »
S.Walery. Les hommes d'affaires de la Renaissance et
l’« esprit » du capitalisme
18. Théorie de la monnaie
rapporteur : André Orléan
président de séance : Bruno Théret
P.Alary. L’émergence d'une monnaie dans un système
poly-monétaire et le développement des marchés (un
cas du Nord Laos)
H.Diawara. Monnaie, répartition et légitimité de la
politique économique
V.Monvoisin. Le principe d'endogénéité de la monnaie :
défis et conflits pour les théories monétaires
hétérodoxes ?
J.-F.Ponsot. Essai de typologie des régimes de
dollarisation
19. Espaces de régulation #4
(dynamiques sectorielles)
rapporteur : Michel Freyssenet
président de séance : Jean-Pierre Gilly
G.Courtaux-Kotbi. Evolution des modèles productifs
dans le secteur automobile de l’ex-URSS

A.Doulazmi. Régimes de croissance et dynamique
sectorielle de l'innovation : banques françaises
C.Durand. Régulation de branche et interdépendance des
niveaux de cohérence : le cas de la métallurgie postsoviétique
20. Théorie de l'action
rapporteur : Bernard Guibert
président de séance : Jean-Pierre Chanteau
J.-L.Bouillon. Etudier les dimensions organisationnelles
d'un changement de régulation
M.Maillefert. Quel(s) modèle(s) pour l’analyse
économique de l'action collective ?
P.Ughetto. Action et interprétation : les bases d’un
rapprochements paradigmatique au sein des analyses
hétérodoxes
21. Modélisation #2
rapporteur : Bruno Amable
président de séance : Pascal Petit
L.Demmou. La prise en compte d’un « effet Engel » dans
les modèles liant croissance et spécialisation
M.Dobrzynski, B.Dupont. Croissance cumulative dans
un environnement international financiarisé : le cas
de la Pologne
E.Ernst. Régimes macro-économiques
M.Gérard. Régulation et crise monétaire en régime de
currency board : le cas de l'Argentine 1991-2002
Ateliers (suite)
FORUM de la RÉGULATION 2003
FORUM DE LA RÉGULATION 2003 / 9-10 OCTOBRE 2003
SÉANCE PLÉNIÈRE DE CLÔTURE
vendredi 10 octobre, 14h/17h
« Les régulationnistes en politique:
la théorie à l'épreuve de la réalité »
présidents de séance :
Frédéric Lordon (CEPREMAP), Patrick Le Galès (CEVIPOF)
Intervenants :
André Gauron (France)
Conseiller maître à la Cour des comptes.
Conseiller auprès du ministre de l’Économie et des Finances (1984-86 ; 1988-91).
Ricardo Hausmann (Venezuela)
Professeur d'économie Harvard University.
Ministre de la Planification (1992-93) et administrateur Banque centrale.
Alain Lipietz (France)
Député européen.
Porte-parole national des Verts (1996-98) et député européen (depuis 1999).
Carlos Ominami (Chili)
Sénateur.
Ministre de l'Économie (1990-92) et membre du comité central du Parti socialiste (depuis 1987).
Michele Salvati (Italie)
Professeur d'économie politique Faculté de Milano.
Député groupe DS-Ulivo (1996-2001).
FORUM DE LA RÉGULATION 2003
9-10 octobre 2003
lieu : Ecole normale supérieure – 48, bd Jourdan 75014 Paris
renseignements : www.upmf-grenoble.fr/irepd/regulation
Comité scientifique
Gilles Allaire (INRA), Robert Boyer (EHESS, CEPREMAP-CNRS), Jean-Pierre Chanteau (université Grenoble-II,
LEPII-CNRS), Jacques Commaille (ENS, GAPP-CNRS), Michael Dunford (Sussex University), Patrick Le Galès
(CEVIPOF-FNSP/CNRS), Frédéric Lordon (CEPREMAP-CNRS), Henri Nadel (université Paris-VII, GERME),
Pascal Petit (CEPREMAP-CNRS), Geneviève Schmeder (CNAM), Michael Storper (IEP Paris/university of
California), Christian Du Tertre (université Paris-X, IRIS-CNRS), Jean-François Vidal (université Paris-XI).

. CALL FOR PAPERS. Social Economics: A Paradigm for a Global Society. Eleventh World
Congress of Social Economics, Albertville, France, June 8-11, 2004
The Association for Social Economics has scheduled its Eleventh World Congress of Social Economics for June 811, 2004, at Hotel Millon in Albertville, France. The general theme will be “Social Economics: A Paradigm for a
Global Society.” It is not necessary to be a member of the Association to participate in the Eleventh World
Congress. We hope that non-members will be interested in joining the Association.
Social economists think about economic affairs in ways substantially different than mainstream economists. Social
economists view the economy as a social, cultural, and political institution. Social economics questions the
traditional assumptions of homo economicus, rational economic man, and recognizes the interconnectedness of
people’s life and work— both paid and unpaid. The Association for Social Economics (www.socialeconomics.org)
was founded in 1941 to challenge the emerging dominant paradigm of neoclassical economics, to broaden the scope
and methodology of economics, to encourage the pursuit of economic justice, and to inspire research and analysis on
policies to eradicate poverty, unemployment, hunger, inequality, and promote an economy that values human beings
and allows them to live with dignity.
Proposals for the World Congress may include: (1) individual or coauthored papers; (2) entire sessions of 4 papers;
(3) roundtables of 4-5 persons on a particular topic; and (4) pedagogical sessions on teaching in the social
economics tradition. The editors of the two journals of the Association— Review of Social Economy and Forum for
Social Economics— are especially interested in papers suitable for publication. There will be no formal discussant
assigned to papers/sessions. Instead, we encourage participation and discussion among the panelists and participants.
We encourage historical, theoretical, empirical, and policy papers. We are particularly interested in research that will
help to develop a social economics paradigm. What assumptions would a social economist make in theory building?
What methodological tools would be used? What is the relationship between social economics and other heterodox
economics approaches, including economic sociology? How can social economics guide policymaking? teaching?
Topics for papers/sessions could include:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

economic justice
economic sociology
values & ethics in economics
alternative development strategies
economic thought & methodology
health & welfare
inequality, poverty, & discrimination
economics of war & peace
gender, race-ethnicity, & class
supra-national institutions & trading blocs
labor standards in a global economy
EU social policy

The Program Committee prefers to receive proposals by e-mail. In your proposal, include:
? Author/Panelist name(s), postal address, telephone, fax, e-mail address
? Paper, Panel, or Session title
? A 100 word (maximum) abstract of the Paper, Panel, or entire Session
Please send these materials, preferably byNovember 1, 2003, but no later than January 8, 2004, to each member of
the Program Committee:
Betsy Jane Clary, College of Charleston, USA
Wilfred Dolfsma, Erasmus University, The Netherlands
Deborah M. Figart, Richard Stockton College, USA
Phillip A. O’Hara, Curtin University, Australia

claryj@cofc.edu
w.dolfsma@fbk.eur.nl
figartd@stockton.edu
philohara2@hotmail.com

Following the World Congress, the Program Committee plans to work with selected paper authors to edit a thematic
book volume to be published in 2005.
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SOCIOLOGIE ÉCONOMIQUE

Appel à communications
________

Le XVIIe congrès de l’AISLF aura pour thème « L’individu social. Autre réalité, autre sociologie ? »1.
Le comité de recherche Sociologie économique entend être pleinement partie prenante des réflexions qui pourront se
nouer autour de ce sujet. À cette fin, il invite les auteurs qui souhaitent participer à ses travaux à proposer des
communications s’inscrivant dans l’une des nombreuses perspectives qu’ouvre la thématique du congrès lorsqu’elles
correspondent à des enjeux de développement et de renouvellement de la sociologie économique.
Le dernier congrès, tenu en 2000 à Québec, avait été l’occasion pour l’actuelcomité de recherche de Sociologie
économique de faire le constat du nombre croissant de chercheurs concevant leurs travaux comme relevant du
champ de la sociologie économique. À Québec comme en différentes occasions, l’idée s’est formée qu’il devenait
nécessaire de s’engager dans un double approfondissement des objets et méthodes. La thématique du congrès 2004
de l’AISLF est parfaitement adaptée à un tel projet.
1

Voir la présentation de ce thème
tlse2.fr/aislf/tours_2004/tours0_2004.html.

sur

le

site
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de

l’AISLF,

à

l’adresse

suivante:

http://www.univ-

1. La sociologie économique, ses approches, ses méthodes : la perspective de l’individu social
La sociologie économique de langue française a pris conscience d’elle
-même dans le sillage de la «nouvelle
sociologie économique» (NSE) anglo-saxonne. Celle-ci est diverse. Cependant, marquée par la figure de Mark
Granovetter, elle fait une large place à la sociologie des réseaux sociaux. Celle-ci n’est pas loin de tendre à
s’imposer, dans les milieux anglo-saxons, comme l’approche de référence de la NSE. La situation francophone
paraît de ce point de vue plus contrastée : des approches y tiennent une place importante, qui ne relèvent pas de
l’analyse de réseaux (problématiques des médiations ou des prescripteurs sur les marchés, de la place de
l’économique dans la société, etc.). L’origine est sans doute liée au fait que la sociologie économique francoph
one
hérite de traditions de recherche anciennes et qu’elle tire parti de la contribution des approches économiques
hétérodoxes.
Or, une telle variété implique une diversité des conceptions de l’individu et du lien social. Chaque approche peut se
trouver à s’appuyer sur des conceptions qui lui semblent «aller de soi » mais qui seraient susceptibles d’être
discutées, soit isolément, soit sur le mode de la comparaison entre les perspectives théoriques. Une explicitation de
ces conceptions serait un travail utile.
À titre d’indication, les contributeurs pourraient envisager d’approfondir les questions suivantes.
On retrouve fréquemment l’idée, formulée par M. Granovetter, d’un enjeu de dépassement des conceptions sous«
»
et « sur-socialisées » de l’individu. Ce dépassement, cependant, peut s’opérer avec des solutions théoriques
éventuellement assez distinctes. Quelle représentation sous
-jacente trouve-t-on chez Granovetter lui-même, ainsi que
dans d’autres approches ? Quelles questions se pose-t-on et quelles autres ne se pose-t-on pas dans les différents
cas ?
Derrière cette manière de se représenter l’individu, on sous-entend également une certaine conception de
l’articulation entre l’économique et le social et de la fameuse «embeddedness ». Comment peut-on en rendre
compte ? Quelles sont les grandes lignes de démarcation? Comment peut-on interpréter la différence de
signification de l’«embeddedness » chez Polanyi et chez Granovetter ?
La notion de réseaux elle-même peut être discutée. La thématique des réseaux sociaux sous-entend une certaine
conception de l’individu et de son lien au collectif. Toutefois, les approches francophones (mais aussi italiennes) ont
fait grand cas de la notion de réseaux socio-productifs. La notion de réseau renvoie alors davantage à des
appartenances communes touchant au communautaire, à une sociabilité marquée par les solidarités familiales et
territoriales et la réciprocité. Ces approches ont fait ressortir les modalités très spécifiques d’articulation de
l’économique et du nonéconomique. Il serait intéressant de se pencher sur les implicites et implications des diverses
utilisations de la notion de réseau.
Donner, rendre, compter, ne pas compter : faut-il nécessairement opposer strictement ces logiques dans les
comportements individuels et dans les sphères du social? Les individus les séparent-ils ? L’approfondissement des
recherches invite peut-être à nuancer de telles oppositions dans la représentation de l’individuel et du collectif.
L’exercice de la rationalité «froide » (échange sur les marchés de biens, relation salariale… ) ne peut
-il pas
s’articuler à une part d’émotionnel, d’engagement gratuit, etc., comme le suggère V. Zelizer?
La notion de collectif pourrait être approfondie. Elle correspond, dans certains cas, à l’
idée d’aide à l’action de
l’individu dans l’univers économique (notion d’«équipement collectif» de l’individu) et, dans d’autres, à celle
d’entité se structurant autour de mouvements de résistance contre la logique économique. Quelle représentation du
collectif pour quelle approche des enjeux sociaux de l’économique?
La sociologie économique entretenant des liens marqués avec les analyses économiques, on peut également
travailler sur les liens (de dépendance? d’opposition ? d’articulation ?) entre ses représentations de l’individu, du
collectif, du social et celles des diverses théories économiques. Chaque approche ne s’oppose pas et ne dialogue pas
avec les mêmes théories économiques. Comment peut
-on comprendre ainsi les conceptions de l’individu, du
collectif et du social dans ces approches?
2. L’individu social et les objets de la sociologie économique
L’individualisation est généralement considérée comme l’une des évolutions contemporaines majeures. Certaines
approches de sociologie économique mettent l’accent sur ce que l’individualisation implique de fragilisation
économique et sociale de certaines populations, d’exclusion, d’isolement, etc. Quelles sont les analyses récentes en
la matière ? Comment le phénomène évolue-t-il ? Pose-t-il les mêmes questions selon les contextes, les catégories
sociales concernées, etc. ?
Quelles sont les manifestations de l’individualisation. L’univers économique est sans doute travaillé par des
mouvements contradictoires d’individualisation et de montée de nouvelles
formes collectives : que peut-on dire à ce
sujet ?
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L’individualisation a ses revers, ce qui suscite parfois des réactions. Quelles formes d’engagement individuel et
collectif voit-on apparaître (mouvements militants, formes associatives… )? La diversité des approches déjà
évoquée devrait se traduire par un choix d’objets et des modes de traitement différents. Il serait intéressant de
pouvoir tester l’opposition entre individualisation et mouvements collectifs à la lumière de ces différences
d’approches. Systèmes d’échanges locaux, mouvements de consommateurs et d’usagers, protestation individuelle ou
collective, recours à la défection ou à la prise de parole: comment ces phénomènes s’interprètent-ils ? Comment les
appréhender ? Quel sens faut-il leur donner ?
Quels sont les nouveaux territoires d’action du collectif et de l’institutionnel
?2 Les territoires apparaissent comme
des espaces qui font sens pour l’engagement collectif, pour la réunion des individus concernés par des problèmes
économiques et sociaux communs. A quelles échelles spatiales et autour de quels enjeux l’action collective se
structure-t-elle ? Dans quelle mesure un certain effacement des frontières de la firme conduit
-il l’action collective à
tenter de se structurer à l’échelle territoriale ? Le regroupement pour l’action se fait-il sur une base communautaire
ou sociétaire ?
Qui sont les individus de l’économie? Il n’est pas sûr que les figures typiques, telles que celles des managers, des
entrepreneurs, soient parfaitement connues. Que signifie « devenir entrepreneur » ? Que connaît-on des identités,
des trajectoires individuelles et des aspirations des entrepreneurs? Comment peut-on être entrepreneur d’une
activité à finalité sociale (dirigeants d’entreprises d’insertion… ?)
Les outils de gestion, les modes managériales, sont construits sur des présupposés quant aux comportements
individuels et sociaux. Comment se produit la connaissance (ou la méconnaissance
?) en la matière, par quelles
médiations, quels intermédiaires (experts… )?
Le comité de recherche appelle les auteurs à inscrire, dans la mesure du possible, leur réflexion dans ces axes.
Néanmoins, en dehors de ces sujets, toutes les propositions de communications seront étudiées avec attention.

Les projets de communication, sous la forme d’un résumé de 3000 signes maximum, sont à adresser au
comité de recherche 27 avant le 15 janvier 2004 (adresse électronique : lsci@iresco.fr). Les procédures de
sélection et de réponse aux auteurs seront celles prévues par l’appel à communications général du congrès.

Si vous souhaitez être inscrit dans la liste des destinataires des envois du comité de recherche Sociologie économique
de l’AISLF, il vous suffit de le signaler dans un message à envoyer à lsci@iresco.fr en veillant à y indiquer votre adresse
électronique.

. 24th Biennial Conference of the Society for Multivariate Analysis in the Behavioral
Sciences (SMABS), University of Jena, Germany on July 17 -20, 2004.
Dear Colleagues,
This is the first announcement and the first call for papers for the 24th Biennial Conference of the Society for
Multivariate Analysis in the Behavioral Sciences (SMABS). The conference will be held at the University of Jena,
Germany on July 17-20, 2004.
The conference is organized by the Department of Methodology and Evaluation Research of the Faculty of Social
and Behavioral Sciences at the Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena. All required information will be available at
the conference website at http://www.smabs.org
Please, visit the website to register for conference participation, receive information on the scientific program
(including keynote lectures, invited symposia, workshops andcontributed sessions) as well as the social program,
submit your abstract, subscribe/unsubscribe for the SMABS 2004 newsletter, learn about Jena and much more.

2

Sur ce sujet, une session commune pourrait être organisée avec les comités de recherche Syndicalisme et relations
professionnelles et Entreprise.
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The objective of this conference is to present recent
developments and stimulate discussion am
ong
researchers in the field of quantitative methodology for the social and behavioral as well as educational and
econometric sciences. You are invited to present papers on both theoretical developments and applications of
statistical or data-analytical methods in the fields mentioned above. The program will include invited keynote
lectures, symposia, individual paper presentations, poster sessions and software presentations as well as social
events. Members of the local and scientific committee will select
abstracts (max. 300 words, including keywords
and references) submitted by January 15, 2004.
A further highlight during the conference will be the ceremony for awarding Karl Joereskog with a Dr. h.c. of the
University of Jena on July 19th 2004. All participants of the conference are invited to attend and honour the
meritorious lifework of Karl Joereskog.
In the conference program room will be created for a limited number of symposia, each consisting of four or five
papers. If you are interested in organizing a symposium, please contactsymposium2004@smabs.orgfor further
information. In addition, several pre- and post-conference workshops will be organized.
Please forward this mail to all colleagues who might be interested in the conference (or alternatively, use the 'tell
-afriend' feature at the conference website).

We are looking forward to welcome you in Jena.
Rolf Steyer
Andreas Wolf
Local Committee

*******************************************
SMABS 2004 conference
website: http://www.smabs.org
conference office:
SMABS 2004, c/o Katrin Schaller
University of Jena
Am Steiger 3, Hs. 1
07743 Jena
Germany
mail: info@smabs.org
phone: +49-3641-945230 fax: +49-3641-945232
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